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That was one reason, a very natural one, for her hostility to Joe's
preoccupation with sports. Her common sense told her, once she
stopped to think, that sports were important to Joe's happiness and
his business career. When he offered to teach her to play tennis,
she accepted the offer. She did not become very proficient, but she
gained more understanding and tolerance for her husband's inter-
ests. Joe took a few home lessons from Kate and thereafter began
to dance with her at parties. He discovered he enjoyed dancing
with his wife.
In the matter of sports in the home, the two arrived at a satis-
factory compromise. They divided the use of the television set,
with Joe sometimes listening to music for Kate s sake and Kate some-
times watching baseball and football for his sake. Small as it was,
this mutual consideration brought them closer together and pre-
vented many unnecessary arguments.
After Joe promised to harness his language and curb his "Will to
Win," Kate started going to sports contests with him again. There,
as well as at parties, she endeavored not to keep a sentinel eye on
her husband every single minute. At our suggestion, before Kate
went to parties with Joe, she decided upon five different topics to
talk about This helped her tq be less self-conscious, to circulate at
social gatherings.	:'
For his part, Joe espoused a policy of moderation in monkey-
shines. He made strenuous and reasonably successful efforts to chan-
nel his seemingly inexhaustible stream of wisecracks and gags into
his business life, where his humor was appreciated. Frankly, there
had been occasions when Joe had bored his afi|pr-hours friends as
well as embarrassing his wife. ,.	**	*>
Within a couple of months, the Masons began having fun when
they went out together. Kate was much more relaxed. She freely ad-
mitted that she valued her marriage and loved her husband.
Nevertheless, the couple's sexual relationship remained unhappy.
By then it had become apparent that Kate was the victim of some
hidden problem, that where sex was concerned ^he suffered from
strong feelings <rf fear, shame, and guilt Although she badly wanted

